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The History we read about was REALITY to the People who     
experienced it.  We hold in high esteem those who killed    
their enemies in a Patriotic cause and then created the     
greatest Nation on Eavth.                                   
                                                            
Today, People don't have much of a sense of History.  They  
are too close to understand what's going on and they don't  
realize the situation is the same as in 1775.  Back then    
folks discussed high ideals and strove to create a mutually 
supportive social/political atmosphere.  Now everyone blames
everyone else for the problems of society, but because the  
means of communication is controlled by the ruling class, we
never see the true culprit.  The true culprit keeps every-  
thing stirred up so We the People remain dis-united.  The   
ruling class knows, and fears, that were we ever to unite it
will be at THEIR expense.                                   
                                                            
Its survival of the fittest.  The ruling class has hoarded  
wealth and power in order to keep wealth and power vrom the 
People.  The People have hoarded guns and bullets in order  
to...                                                       
                                                            
Its survival of the fittest that keeps the ruling class in  
power, and, interestingly, its survival of the fittest that 
will get them out.                                          
                                                            
Human nature is still held in thrall by Social Darwinism.   
The ruling class figures it has the brains and institutions 
to run things, but the People will always have the numbers  
and the weapons.  A few millionaires with bullets in their  
brains will show just who is fittest, under current rules,  
to run society.                                             
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NIKKI,                                                      
                                                            
You conveniently failed to say WHICH SIDE your ancestors    
fought on in the Revolution.  Then, as now, there were      



plenty of Tories who just wanted to preserve the status quo 
and not rock the boat.  Fully a third of our population back
then couldn't care less about the Ideas and the Ideals of   
liberty, and a third actively supported the party in power. 
It was the third willing to take action that created this   
great Nation.                                               
                                                            
The differnece between then and now is today's enemy is not 
a Monarchy, but an OLIGARCY.  Smart, ambitious and wealthy  
people now run this country for the benefit of smart,       
ambitious and wealthy people.  Now, as then, we don't have a
say if we don't have the bucks to say it with.              
                                                            
The Revolutionaries said it with words and with guns, and if
it was good enough for them, its sure good enough for us.   
                                                            
I'm disturbed by your use of the phrase "the only Revolution
we allow here..." This country is based on the standards of 
the Declaration of Independence which states quite clearly  
when Revolution is "allowed."  Read it and weep.            
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RG:      REVOLUTION?   As in:   bang, bang....??            
     Sorry, Pancho, but the only revolution we allow here   
     in the United States is civil disobedience and         
     revolution via the ballot box. Try South America.      
                                                            
  And don't presume to tell me about latecomers like        
  the framers of the Constitution.   My family has been     
  here since the 1600's and fought in our Revolution.       
  You conveniently avoid the fact that we were opposing     
  a monarchy, with little say or influence.  That is not    
  in the least what we are dealing with in the United States
  today. I might have to keep my eye on you.    NIKKI       
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From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Welcome to History 101, aka the Revolution Alternative.     
                                                            
There is no reason to be a victim of government.  We have   
every Right to overthrow that government when it abuses us  
and our trust.                                              
                                                            
The previous government that we overthrew was opposed to our
right to keep and bear arms, and it was their attempt, on   
April 19,1775, to take our weapons that instigated the      
Revolution.  And for 200 succeeding years we had a great    
Nation founded on the idea of the Right to Revolution. If   
you believe Revolutionary violence is unacceptable, then you
must not be familiar with America's founding Document, the  
Declaration of Independence.                                
                                                            
Why should we live in a society ruled by the corporate      
state?  That's not the way America was originally.  It has  
been relatively recently that the Washington/Wall Street    
Axis arose in tyranny against the American People, but that 
doesn't mean we have to be stuck with it forever.           
                                                            
If We the People decide We shall no longer submit to their  
tyranny, and they refuse to go quietly, then We will take   
them out with noise!  Do not fear, NIKKI, keep an open mind 
and rest assured that the Revolution will benefit 90+% of   
our People and the future will ignite with the clear light  
of peace, njustice and prosperity for ALL Americans.        
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R:  Most people have been a "victim" of our elected         
    government in some way,  large or small.   Welcome      
    to Life 101...... also known as adult reality.          
                                                            
  I've been a political activist for over 10 years. I've    
  gotten my way on several issues.  I've eaten it on        
  other important issues.  I'm currently waiting for anti   
  discriminatory legislation to be passed (and have been    
  for seven slooow years).  We're now making some progress, 
  especially under President Clinton.  But weapons and      
  militia?  That is unacceptable thinking.   And just what  



  "alternatives" were you thinking of?     NIKKI            
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